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Sparse Coding for Alpha Matting
Jubin Johnson, Ehsan Shahrian Varnousfaderani, Hisham Cholakkal, and Deepu Rajan
Abstract—Existing color sampling based alpha matting meth-
ods use the compositing equation to estimate alpha at a pixel
from pairs of foreground (F) and background (B) samples. The
quality of the matte depends on the selected (F,B) pairs. In this
paper, the matting problem is reinterpreted as a sparse coding
of pixel features, wherein the sum of the codes gives the estimate
of the alpha matte from a set of unpaired F and B samples. A
non-parametric probabilistic segmentation provides a certainty
measure on the pixel belonging to foreground or background,
based on which a dictionary is formed for use in sparse coding.
By removing the restriction to conform to (F,B) pairs, this
method allows for better alpha estimation from multiple F and
B samples. The same framework is extended to videos, where
the requirement of temporal coherence is handled effectively.
Here, the dictionary is formed by samples from multiple frames.
A multi-frame graph model, as opposed to a single image as
for image matting, is proposed that can be solved efficiently
in closed form. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations on a
benchmark dataset are provided to show that the proposed
method outperforms current state-of-the-art in image and video
matting.
Index Terms—Alpha matting, Graph model, Sparse coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
D IGITAL matting is a useful tool for image and videoediting where foreground objects need to be extracted
accurately and pasted onto a different background. The color
Ii of a pixel i in an image can be considered to be a composite
of a foreground color Fi and a background color Bi such that
Ii = αiFi + (1− αi)Bi, (1)
where α defines the opacity of the pixel and is a value in [0,
1], with 0 for background pixels and 1 for foreground pixels.
Determining α for every pixel, also called pulling an alpha
matte, is a highly ill-posed problem since it involves estimation
of seven unknowns (3 color components for each of Fi and
Bi and the α value) from three equations. The problem is
constrained by providing additional information in the form
of a three-level segmented image known as a trimap [1]–[3],
or as scribbles [4], [5] specifying the definite foreground (F ),
definite background (B) and unknown regions.
There are three main approaches for matting: sampling [1],
[2], [6]–[8], alpha propagation [4], [5], [9], [10] and a com-
bination of the two [3], [11]. In sampling-based approaches,
a foreground-background sample pair is picked from few
candidate samples taken from F and B regions by optimizing
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an objective function. This (F,B) pair is then used to estimate
α at a pixel with color I by
α =
(I −B) · (F −B)
‖(F −B)‖2 , (2)
where ‖·‖2 denotes the Euclidean distance. α-propagation
based methods assume correlation between the neighboring
pixels under some image statistics and use their affinities
to propagate alpha values from known regions to unknown
ones. The third category includes methods in which matting
is cast as an optimization problem, where the color sampling
component forms the data term and the alpha propagation
component forms the smoothness term; solving for the alpha
matte becomes an energy minimization task. The extension
to videos is not straightforward as the human visual system
is highly sensitive to jitter and flickering across frames. This
phenomenon is observed when an image matting algorithm
is applied to every frame of a video sequence. Hence, video
matting also needs to address temporal coherence for the
mattes. However, video presents the opportunity to leverage
information from surrounding frames in the estimation of the
matte for a given frame.
The method proposed in this paper is based on sam-
pling. However, there is a fundamental difference from other
sampling-based approaches in the way alpha is estimated as
illustrated in Fig. 1. For a given unknown pixel in yellow,
all sampling methods collect a subset of labeled F and B
samples in red and blue respectively, from a local/global region
depending on the sampling strategy. Current methods form an
exhaustive set of (F,B) pairs by pairing each F sample with
all the other B samples as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The (F,B)
pair that best ’represents’ the true foreground and background
is chosen from candidate pairs through optimization of a
cost function. α is then determined by eq. (2). It is worth
mentioning that Robust matting [11] selects 3 best pairs
instead of just one and averages the alpha obtained for each
pair. However, alpha is still estimated using (F,B) pairs. In
the proposed method, estimation of α is not governed by
eq. (2); instead, for a given unknown pixel, multiple F and
B unpaired samples that best reconstruct it, are picked from
a subset of labeled samples. The sum of the reconstruction
coefficients directly gives α. This reinterpretation allows the
matting framework to determine α based on more relevant
F and B samples than with only one of each. The proposed
framework is computationally faster as it removes the need of
an expensive 2-D search for the best (F,B) pair as in [1], [2],
[7].
The tool that enables the selection of multiple samples
from a set to minimize the reconstruction error is feature
coding. Many coding schemes have been proposed earlier
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F and B samples
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optimization of cost function
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eq. (2)
(a) Existing sampling methods
Unknown pixel
Local/Global subset of 
F and B samples
Form a color dictionary
Alpha is sum of F coefficients
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Select best sparse linear 
combination of multiple F and B
(need not be pairwise) 
(b) Proposed method
Fig. 1. Illustrative comparison of matte estimation between methods using paired samples and the proposed approach. (a) Pairwise approaches use pair/s of
F and B samples to estimate α at a pixel. (b) The proposed approach eliminates the need to restrict matte estimation using (F,B) pairs. Instead, samples
that produce least sparse reconstruction error at a pixel are selected.
such as, hard-assignment coding (HC) [12], localized soft-
assignment coding (LSC) [13], sparse coding (SC) [14] and
locality-constrained coding (LLC) [15]. The success of feature
coding in various computer vision tasks such as face recogni-
tion [16], super-resolution [17] and image classification [18]
can be attributed to the fact that images generally lie on low-
dimensional subspaces or manifolds from which representative
samples could be picked based on an appropriate basis [14].
In the proposed method, a dictionary of color values of F and
B pixels is employed to determine the codes for a pixel in
an unknown region. The sum of the normalized sparse codes
for F pixels directly provides the α. Fig. 2(a) shows an input
image with 2 windows–one depicting highly textured and the
other, smooth hairy regions. Pairwise methods are unable to
pull an accurate matte due to the texture in the book cover
as seen in the top row. The use of an explicit texture term
in [1] (Fig. 2(d)) is insufficient to simultaneously handle the
book pattern and the smoothness of the hair. The proposed
method that makes use of multiple unpaired F and B samples
(Fig. 2(e)) is able to handle both the textured as well as the
smooth parts to obtain a more accurate matte.
A preliminary version of this work was described in [19].
The major differences between this paper and [19] are (i) the
sparse coded alpha estimate at a pixel is combined with its
feature-space neighbors and spatial neighbors in a weighted
graph model and solved in closed-form to obtain the final
matte. This modification leads to improved performance and
outperforms the previous work [19] considerably on the bench-
mark dataset. (ii) A framework for extension to videos is
also described that builds on the same graph-based formu-
lation, across a block of frames to extract temporally coherent
video mattes. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons with
other video matting approaches are provided. (iii) Finally, the
applicability of other feature coding methods to the matting
problem are presented and compared. The key contributions
are:
(i) To demonstrate feature coding as an alternative to the
conventional compositing equation followed by sampling-
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based methods and
(ii) Temporally coherent matte extraction for videos by solving
the matte for a block of frames together, using a weighted
graph model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
review related work in section II, followed by description of
our image matting approach in section III. The extension of
our method to videos is detailed in section IV. Experimental
results are discussed in section V, and we conclude the paper
in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Sampling-based matting methods can be divided into para-
metric and non-parametric methods. Parametric methods [6],
[20] describe the foreground and background samples as aris-
ing from parametric low-order statistical models and estimate
alpha based on the distance of the unknown pixels to the
known color distributions. They generate large fitting errors
for textured regions where it is insufficient to model the
higher-order statistics of color distribution. It tends to produce
weak mattes when the trimap is coarse, leading to unreliable
correlations between unknown pixels and known samples.
Non-parametric methods [1], [2], [7], [8] collect a subset of
known F and B samples and estimate alpha from the best
(F,B) pair, found through an optimization process. Different
sampling strategies and final pair-selection criteria distinguish
these methods. Samples are collected from spatially nearest
boundary pixels [11], by shooting rays from the unknown to
the known pixels [8], by selecting all the pixels on the known
region boundaries [7], or by selecting a comprehensive set
of samples from within the known regions through Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) based clustering [2]. The final (F,B)
pair, found through optimization of an objective function,
controls the quality of the matte. Such approaches fail to
produce a good matte when the F and B samples are nearby
in the color space, or when the collected sample set fails to
correlate with the actual color at the unknown pixel. Texture
is used in addition to color as a feature for matting in [1], [21]
to address the problem of overlap in color distributions of F
and B. Chen et al. [3] formulate the sampling-based alpha
estimate in [11], smoothness Laplacian, along with locally
linear embedding as a weighted graph and obtain a closed-
form solution for the matte. Zhang et al. [22] treat matting as a
supervised learning problem and use support vector regression
to learn the alpha-feature model from known samples. This
method is also affected by similar F and B colors since the
learned feature model could be inaccurate.
The only other method that uses sparsity for matting is
compressive matting [23]. There are two important differences
between their method and ours. First, they use a fixed window
from which the dictionary is formed. This severely restricts
the possibility of obtaining a very incoherent dictionary since
images are generally smooth over a small neighborhood.
Second, they map the sparse codes to the α values using a ratio
of the l2-norm of the sparse codes of F pixels to the sum of
l2-norms of sparse codes of F and B regions. In our approach,
by using special constraints on the sparse representation, the
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 2. Visual comparison of alpha matte generated from multiple unpaired
F and B samples using sparse coding with other state-of-the-art sampling
methods that employ (F,B) pairs. (a) Original image with foreground (red)
and background (blue) boundaries, (b) zoomed regions, (c) Comprehensive
sampling [2], (d) Weighted Color and Texture [1] and (e) proposed method.
sum of the sparse codes for F directly give α. Finally, they
do not present quantitative results on test images from [24]
which contains a standard benchmark dataset on which state-
of-the-art matting algorithms are evaluated.
α-propagation relies on the affinity between neighboring
pixels to propagate the matte. Levin et al. [4] used a color
line model in a small neighborhood of pixels to propagate
α across unknown regions. The color line model assumption
does not hold in highly textured regions due to strong edges
that block the propagation of alpha. KNN matting [5] considers
nonlocal principle to formulate the affinities among K-nearest
neighbors in a nonlocal neighborhood. Similar strategies to
construct the Laplacian are employed in [9], [10] to overcome
the limitation of the color line assumption. However, the
smoothness assumption is insufficient to deal with complex
images as high correlation among similar F and B colors
wrongly propagates alpha. An extensive survey on image
matting is available in [25].
Conventional video matting systems [26]–[29] follow a two-
step approach towards extracting the matte. First, a trimap is
generated for each frame through user interaction. Many meth-
ods [27]–[29] perform binary segmentation using graph cut,
after which, morphological operations near the boundary gen-
erate a trimap. Optical flow is used in some approaches [26],
[30] to propagate the trimap to intermediate frames. Once the
trimap is obtained for each frame, image matting algorithms
are then applied to extract the matte. However, simply applying
single-frame methods will not enforce temporal coherence by
ignoring information contained in nearby frames.
α-propagation methods have been extended to videos to
maintain temporal coherence. Bai et al. [29] use robust mat-
ting [11] at each frame, followed by altering the matting
Laplacian to bias towards alpha from the previous frame.
Filtering the alpha matte temporally using level-set based
interpolation is proposed in [30] to ensure temporal coherence.
The disadvantage of such post-processing is that it reduces the
spatial accuracy of the matte by smoothing the edges. Similar
to images, α-propagation approaches fail if the neighborhood
for a pixel is too distant in space or time. [31] extends [11]
to video by sampling from the previous and next frames.
Ehsan et al. [32] extended [2] to videos by selecting the best
(F,B) pair using an objective function that enforces temporal
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Illustration of sampling strategy and foreground probability map.
(a) Input image, (b) superpixel samples, (c) zoomed window and its (d)
foreground probability map.
coherency in the sample set. However, the alpha at a pixel is
still solved independently, and a post-processing step is used
to maintain neighboring consistency. Motion information is
used to modify the KNN Laplacian [5] by considering two
consecutive frames in building the affinity matrix for matting
in [33].
III. PROPOSED METHOD
As indicated earlier, the motivation of the proposed method
is to determine α from a bunch of F and B samples in a sparse
coding framework so that the codes directly provide the α
values. The unknown pixels are categorized into high-certainty
and low-certainty to allow for a comprehensive set of samples
for dictionary formation. This is done through probabilistic
segmentation of the image. Sparse coding at each pixel using
the appropriate dictionary yields the α value.
We use a pre-processing step to expand the known regions
to unknown regions based on certain chromatic and spatial
thresholds. An unknown pixel i is considered as foreground
if, for a pixel j ∈ F [2]
(D(i, j) < Ethr) ∧ (‖Ii − Ij‖ ≤ (Cthr −D(i, j)), (3)
where D(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between pixel i and j
in the spatial domain, Ii is the color at pixel i, and Ethr and
Cthr are thresholds empirically set to 12 and 4, respectively. A
similar formulation is applied to expand background regions.
A. Certainty of unknown pixels
We wish to classify an unknown pixel as high-certainty or
low-certainty depending on how well the colors of foreground
and background regions are separated in the neighborhood
of the unknown pixel. If an unknown pixel is labeled high-
certainty, then it implies that the F and B colors in its
neighborhood are well separated and consequently, the size
of the dictionary can be small since we can then ensure that
the dictionary will be formed from highly incoherent samples.
Overlapping of F and B color distributions is one of the
problems that recent sampling based approaches like [2] try
to address. Pixels with low-certainty come from areas that
have potentially complex and overlapping color distributions
requiring a larger dictionary so that the variability in color can
be captured.
The feature vector used for coding is the 6-D vector
[ R G B L a b ]T consisting of the concatenation of the
two color spaces RGB and CIELAB respectively. In order to
reduce the sample space, we cluster labeled F and B pixels in
a band of width 40 pixels along the boundary of the unknown
region into superpixels using SLIC algorithm [34]. The mean
vector of each superpixel represents the F and B samples
that make up the universal set. Fig. 3(a) shows an original
image and Fig. 3(b) shows the universal set of superpixels
from the foreground and background regions in blue and red
respectively. From the universal set, samples are chosen to
form dictionaries based on the certainty of the pixel.
Since the feature used for coding is color and the com-
plexity of a region for matting is dependent on the overlap
of foreground and background colors, we use probabilistic
segmentation as a cue to label the unknown pixel as having
low/high-certainty. We adopt a non-parametric sampling-based
probability measure [35] to determine the probability of a
given pixel i belonging to the foreground as
p(i) =
pf (i)
pf (i) + pb(i)
, (4)
where pf (i) is the foreground color affinity value given by
pf (i) = exp
(
−
∑m
k=1 ‖c(i)− c(fk)‖2
m · δ
)
. (5)
Here c(·) is the RGB color value, m is the number of
spatially close foreground samples (closeness is measured in
terms of Euclidean distance from unknown pixel to centroid of
a superpixel) and δ is a weighting constant. In our experiments,
we set m and δ as 10 and 0.1 respectively. A higher value of
pf (i) indicates that the pixel has higher affinity to F samples.
A similar expression is applicable to pb(i).
Eq. (4) provides a probability value on whether a pixel
belongs to the foreground. Fig. 3(c) is a zoomed region of
Fig. 3(a) where there is an overlap in the foreground and
background color distributions. Fig. 3(d) shows the probability
map with higher intensity denoting higher probability for a
pixel to belong to foreground. In areas of complex color
distributions, the distance in color space of the unknown pixel
to foreground and background pixels are similar. It has been
observed that in such cases, the probability value as given
by eq. (4) ranges from about 0.3 to 0.7. However, it is also
observed that in regions with thin hairy structures whose color
is significantly different from the background, the blending
of colors causes the probability to also lie between 0.3 and
0.7. In order to distinguish such regions where the color
distributions do not overlap, we consider a 7×7 neighborhood
and classify the unknown pixel as low-certainty if the number
of pixels with p(i) in [0.3, 0.7] is larger than 35 (fixed
empirically). Fig. 4(a) shows an image marked with regions
having foreground probability in [0.3, 0.7]. Fig. 4(b) shows the
marked windows separately. The green windows are areas of
complex color distributions. However, the yellow window at
the top shows a hairy region with separable F and B colors.
The zoomed regions of the probability map in Fig. 4(c) show
that even in the hairy region, we can observe probabilities in
[0.3, 0.7] as shown in the thresholded mask in Fig. 4(d) . The
additional neighborhood condition helps us to classify only the
true complex color areas as the low-certainty mask, as shown
in Fig. 4(e) in which 1 is assigned to every low-certainty pixel
and 0 to high-certainty pixels.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 4. Defining low-certainty regions in complex areas. (a) Input image and
(b) zoomed patches, corresponding (c) probability map, (d) thresholded mask
for pixels in [0.3, 0.7] and (e) low-certainty mask for each region.
B. Sparse coding to generate α
The size of the dictionary for an unknown pixel depends
on whether it is classified as low-certainty or high-certainty.
If the pixel is of high-certainty, i.e., the color distributions
of nearby F and B are well separated as determined by the
probabilistic segmentation, then the dictionary is formed from
40 (chosen empirically) spatially closest F and B samples.
Note that the samples here are the mean vectors of the spatially
closest superpixels. As mentioned earlier, in such regions, the
samples would be sufficiently incoherent for sparse coding.
The low-certainty pixels are potential areas of overlap-
ping color distributions. In this case, the dictionary size is
larger. Thus, for a given unknown pixel, one-third of the
superpixels from the universal set that are closest in terms
of Euclidean distance in the spatial domain constitute the
dictionary. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) show an input image and
its corresponding trimap. The universal sample set of F and
B regions in blue and red respectively, is shown in Fig. 5(c).
For a given unknown pixel of low-certainty shown in green
in Fig. 5(d), the dictionary is a larger subset of the universal
sample set than that of a high-certainty pixel in yellow.
The 6-D color vector, which forms the feature vector for
coding, is normalized to unit length. The dictionary is formed
by concatenating the F and B samples horizontally as D =
[F1, F2, ...Fn, B1, B2, ..Bn] which enables us to determine the
location of each F and B atom during sparse coding. Given
the dictionary D for an unknown pixel i, its sparse code is
determined as
β = argmin ‖vi −Dβi‖22 s.t ‖βi‖1 ≤ 1 ; βi ≥ 0, (6)
where vi is the feature vector at i. The sparse codes βi are gen-
erated using a modified version of the Lasso algorithm [36].
The sparse coding procedure is presented with an appropriate
set of F and B samples and the sparse coefficients sum up to
less than or equal to 1. It has been observed that for most
of the pixels, the sparse codes add up to 1. For the few
exceptions, the sparse coefficients are normalized to sum up to
1. For example, in GT04 image, out of the 124604 unknown
pixels that underwent sparse coding, only 44 pixels had to
be normalized as the corresponding codes did not sum up
exactly to 1. In order to avoid negative values, the second
constraint forces all coefficients to be positive. The sparse
codes corresponding to atoms in the dictionary that belong
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 5. Dictionary formation for sparse coding to generate the matte.
Foreground and background regions are shown in blue and red respectively.
(a) Input image, (b) trimap, (c) universal set of samples, (d) dictionary for a
low-certainty pixel (green window) and high-certainty pixel (yellow window)
and (e) estimated alpha.
to foreground regions are added to form the alpha for the
unknown pixel i.e.
αˆ =
∑
p∈F
β(p). (7)
Hence, the sparse codes directly provide the value of alpha.
Fig. 5(e) shows the alpha matte extracted from the sparse
codes using our approach on the input image in Fig. 5(a).
A good quality matte is obtained even when the unknown
region is well inside the foreground which is a challenge for
propagation-based methods.
C. Graph model-based matte optimization
As with other sampling-based approaches, the correlation
between the neighboring pixels are ignored while estimating
the matte at each pixel. Post-processing is usually employed
to smooth out the matte as in [1], [2]. We use the graph-based
optimization followed by [3], [11] to obtain our final matte.
A smoothness term consisting of the matting Laplacian [4]
and the K-nearest neighbors [5] is combined with the initial
sparse coded estimate αˆ as the data term in a graph model, and
solved in closed-form as a sparse system of linear equations.
Fig. 6 illustrates our graph model where red, blue and white
nodes represent the pixels marked by the trimap as foreground,
background and unknown respectively. Two virtual nodes ΩF
and ΩB , representing the foreground and background are
connected to each pixel through the data weights Wi,F and
Wi,B respectively.
We associate the initial estimate of the matte with a confi-
dence value γ, which together indicates whether a given pixel
belongs to the foreground or background. The data weights
for pixel i are defined as
Wi,F = γαˆi, Wi,B = γ(1− αˆi), (8)
where a true foreground pixel should have higher value of
Wi,F and lower value of Wi,B , and vice versa. As γ encodes
the confidence in the initial estimate, a larger weight is
assigned to more confident estimates. The confidence value
at a pixel i is
γ(i) = γsprec(i) · γcolrec(i), (9)
where γsprec(i) = e−‖vi−vˆi‖
2
measures the confidence in
reconstructing the input feature vector based on the sparse co-
efficients (vˆi = Dβi), and γcolrec(i) = e−‖Ii−[F
rgb
i
Brgb
i
]αˆi‖2
measures the chromatic distortion.
To enforce smoothness constraint across the image, each
pixel is connected to its spatial neighbors in a 3× 3 window
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Fig. 6. Illustration of graph model on image for optimization of the
matte. Each pixel is connected to its spatial neighbors (Wlap), feature-space
neighbors (Wknn) and to the virtual foreground (WF ) and background (WB)
nodes.
through the weights Wlap, and to its K-nearest neighbors in
the feature space through the weights Wknn. For pixels i and
j in a 3× 3 window wk, the weight Wlap is defined as [4]
Wlap(i, j) =
∑
k|(i,j)∈wk
(δij − 1
9
(1 + (Ii − µk)
(Σk +

9
I3)
−1(Ij − µk))),
(10)
where δij is the Kronecker delta,  is a small regularization
constant (10−7), µk and Σk are the mean and variance of
colors in the window and I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
K−nearest neighbors at a pixel i in the RGBxy feature space
are used to compute the affinity as [5]
Wknn(i, j) = 1− ‖Xi −Xj‖
σ
, (11)
where j is a neighbor of i, and σ is a weighting constant to
constrain the values of Wknn(i,j) in [0, 1]. K is fixed as 12 in
our experiments.
The energy function used for solving the matte is [3]
E = λ
∑
i∈V
(αi − hi)2 +
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
Wij(αi − αj)2
 , (12)
where N is the total number of nodes (pixels) in the graph
model and V is the set of definite foreground and background
pixels. The first term ensures that the final matte is consistent
with the user specified constraints while the second term
ensures that neighboring pixels share similar alpha values. hi
enforces the user defined constraints – 0 if i is marked as
definite background and 1 if marked as foreground. λ is fixed
empirically to be 100. The set Ni represents the spatial and
feature neighbors of a pixel i, along with the two virtual nodes.
Hence, the weights Wij combine both the smoothness weights
Wknn, Wlap and the data weights Wi,F and Wi,B additively at
each pixel, i.e., Wij = Wknn(i, j)+Wlap(i, j)+Wi,F +Wi,B .
The energy function is written in matrix form as
E = λ(α−H)TΓ(α−H) + αTLTLα, (13)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 7. Visual effect of alpha refinement using the graph model. (a) Input
image, (b) initial estimate, (c) final alpha matte and (d) ground truth.
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Graph model for temporally coherent video matting. (a) K-nearest
neighbors of the pixel (yellow) in the second frame are encoded across
multiple frames, (b) Each pixel (node) is connected to its feature space
neighbors as well as the virtual foreground and background nodes in the
graph.
where
Lij =

Wii, if i = j,
−Wij , if i and j are neighbors,
0, otherwise.
The weight Wii =
∑
j∈Ni Wij , Γ is a N×N diagonal matrix
with Γii = 1 if i ∈ V , else 0. H is a N × 1 vector with user
constrained values. Eq. (13) is a quadratic function in α and
can be solved in closed-form as a sparse linear system.
α = (LTL+ λΓ)−1H. (14)
Fig. 7 demonstrates the effect of our graph-based optimization
in refining the initial alpha estimate. The irregularities formed
in estimating alpha independently at each pixel (Fig. 7(b)) is
eliminated, leading to high quality mattes visually similar to
the ground truth.
IV. EXTENSION TO VIDEO
The proposed sparse coding framework for matting is ex-
tended to videos to extract temporally coherent mattes by con-
structing the dictionary and graph model across M consecutive
frames. To achieve temporal coherence, the alpha at a pixel
needs to be consistent not just with neighboring pixels in
the same frame, but also across similar pixels from nearby
frames [30], [32]. Fig. 8 illustrates our multi-frame graph
model for videos. Similar to the image matting framework,
the white nodes are the unknown pixels for which the alpha
is to be estimated. However, each pixel is connected to its
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 9. Qualitative comparison of proposed method on elephant, pineapple and plant images with top 5 methods at [24]. (a) Input image, (b) zoomed windows,
(c) Comprehensive weighted color and texture [21], (d) Comprehensive sampling [2], (e) Iterative transductive matting [9], (f) LNSP matting [3], (g) Cluster
based matting1 and (h) proposed method. Zoomed in regions show the effectiveness of our method.
K-nearest neighbors in the feature space across frames for
ensuring temporal smoothness as shown by the green lines
in Fig. 8(b). It is to be noted that we do not use spatial
Laplacian smoothness term in our video graph formulation. As
mentioned in section II, the challenge in extending the matting
Laplacian to the 3-D space arises from the oversmoothness
caused by utilizing the spatio-temporal neighbors in defining
the affinity. However, feature-space neighbors do not violate
the assumption that similar features should share similar alpha
values.
For a given pixel i at frame t, the dictionary for sparse
coding is formed by sampling across the multi-frame block.
The number of samples chosen from the current frame is the
highest, with the number decreasing with increasing temporal
distance. By utilizing the samples from nearby frames, a com-
prehensive sample set is ensured for the initial matte estimate.
The confidence value for the initial estimate is identical to that
used for image matting. The initial estimate and its confidence
value forms the data term for the video model. To enforce
temporal coherency across frames, each pixel is connected
to its K-nearest neighbors in the feature space through the
weights Wknn. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the feature neighbors across
4 frames for the pixel marked yellow. We maintain the simple
feature used for the image algorithm and do not utilize motion
flow which is time consuming. The same energy function as
eq. (13) is used to determine the video matte across M frames,
except that now the affinity matrix L is sparse and symmetric
and of size (M ·n+2)×(M ·n+2), where n is the number of
pixels in a frame. We fix M as 4 in our experiments. A higher
number of frames can be used to form the multi-frame block,
but the memory requirement is prohibitive due to the large
1This method has not been published at the time of submission.
size of the affinity matrix. The resulting cost function can be
efficiently solved as a sparse linear system of equations using
eq. (14) in the order of a few seconds for each frame. It is to be
noted that the mattes of M frames are solved simultaneously
using our approach.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated using
the benchmark dataset [37] for image matting. It consists of
35 images covering a wide range of transparency of pixels -
from opaque to fully transparent. 27 images form the training
set with publicly available ground truth. The remaining 8
images form the test set whose ground truth is hidden from the
public and is used for benchmark evaluation and ranking [24].
The effectiveness of the proposed video matting method is
evaluated on video sequences from the dataset introduced in
[32]. Trimaps are generated on each frame of the sequence
using [30].
A. Image matting evaluation
1) Qualitative evaluation: Fig. 10 shows the visual compar-
ison of the proposed matting method with other recent state-
of-the-art methods on two images from the training dataset.
Closed-form matting [4] oversmooths the matte, leading to
loss of fine detail in hairy regions (Fig. 10(b)), while weighted
color and texture matting [1] in Fig. 10(c) uses texture feature
in addition to color and is still unable to discriminate the finer
structures in a complex background region. Comprehensive
sampling [2] (Fig. 10(d)) utilizes a large sampling set, but re-
sults in smooth bands near the foreground-background bound-
ary due to post-processing. The proposed method, shown in
Fig. 10(e), is able to extract a high quality matte by optimizing
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 10. Qualitative comparison of proposed method against other state-of-
the-art methods on the training dataset. (a) Image, zoomed regions showing
the mattes of (b) Closed form [4], (c) Weighted color and texture [1], (d)
Comprehensive sampling [2], (e) proposed method and (f) ground truth.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 11. Qualitative comparison of recent sampling methods without pre
and post-processing steps. (a) Input image, corresponding mattes of (b)
Comprehensive sampling [2] and (c) Weighted Color and Texture [21] have
more artifacts than (d) proposed method when compared to (e) ground truth.
the sampling and smoothing terms which is visually closer to
the ground truth given in Fig. 10(f).
The test dataset contains the 8 most difficult subset of
images from the dataset. Qualitative comparisons with state-
of-the-art methods on the elephant, plant and pineapple images
are shown in Fig. 9. Additional results are presented in the
supplementary material. The high overlap in F and B colors
and complex texture make these images difficult for matting as
shown by the zoomed patches in Fig. 9(b). The presence of an-
other plant in the background causes the texture to misconstrue
the foreground as background in [2], [21] as seen in Fig. 9(c,d)
of the plant image. ITM matting [9] wrongly propagates the
background into the leaves, the head of the pineapple, and the
tail of the elephant in Fig. 9(e). Comprehensive sampling [2],
which uses a larger sampling set, is able to differentiate the
elephant tail but still classifies the leaves and pineapple as
mixed pixels in the last two rows of Fig. 9(d). The smooth
prior in LNSP matting [3] oversmooths the matte leading to a
band between the foreground and background at the pineapple
head in Fig. 9(f). Our method is able to reduce such artifacts
to extract a visually superior matte in these areas as shown in
TABLE I
RANKS OF DIFFERENT MATTING METHODS WITH RESPECT TO SUM OF
ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES (SAD), MEAN SQUARED ERROR (MSE) AND
GRADIENT ERROR MEASURES ON BENCHMARK DATASET EVALUATED AT
[24].
SAD
Method
Avg.
small
rank
Avg.
large
rank
Avg.
user
rank
Overall
rank
Proposed method 8.3 8 7.5 7.9
LNSP matting 5.4 7.1 11.5 8
Comprehensive sampling 8.5 9.5 11.8 9.9
Iterative Transductive matting 11.4 9 9.8 10
Comprehensive Weighted C&T 11 10.5 10 10.5
SVR matting 13.1 10.1 9.3 10.8
Sparse coded matting 13.5 11.3 8.1 11
Weighted Color & Texture 10.5 13.6 12.6 12.3
CCM 14.6 11.6 10.6 12.3
Shared matting 12.6 15.4 11.9 13.3
MSE
Method
Avg.
small
rank
Avg.
large
rank
Avg.
user
rank
Overall
rank
LNSP matting 4.8 5.9 10.1 6.9
CCM 11.5 8.5 6.9 9
Proposed method 10 9 8.9 9.3
Comprehensive sampling 9.4 9.6 10.6 9.9
SVR matting 13.6 8.8 9 10.5
Comprehensive Weighted C&T 11 11.4 10.5 11
Sparse coded matting 14.9 13.8 10.5 13
Weighted Color & Texture 12 14.3 13.1 13.1
Global sampling matting 9.8 16.5 14.4 13.5
Iterative transductive matting 15.3 12.8 14.5 14.2
Gradient error
Method
Avg.
small
rank
Avg.
large
rank
Avg.
user
rank
Overall
rank
Proposed method 6.3 6.1 11.4 7.9
LNSP matting 6.8 7.6 11.4 8.6
Comprehensive sampling 9 8.1 9.4 8.8
CCM 12.8 10 8.9 10.5
SVR matting 12.9 11.4 7.6 10.6
Sparse coded matting 12.6 9.8 10.3 11
Segmentation-based matting 14.4 9.8 10 11.4
Global sampling matting 11.8 12.6 10.8 11.7
Shared Matting 11.9 12.8 10.9 11.8
Improved color matting matting 13.5 12.5 10.1 12
Fig. 9(h).
Fig. 11 shows the visual quality of the mattes obtained
without using pre and post-processing steps. As sampling
methods use a pairwise approach and ignore correlation among
neighbors during alpha estimation, many discontinuities are
present in the initial mattes of [2], [21] (Fig. 11(b,c)). The
use of multiple unpaired F and B to reconstruct the color at a
pixel leads to a better initial estimate in the proposed method.
2) Quantitative evaluation: A quantitative evaluation of
the proposed method at the alpha matting website [24] is
shown in Table I. The proposed method ranks first in sum
of absolute difference (SAD) and gradient error, and third
in mean squared error (MSE) when compared to the current
state-of-the-art. Table I shows the relative ranking of the
2As on July 30, 2015
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TABLE II
EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF EACH STEP IN OUR METHOD USING SUM OF
ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE (SAD) ERROR AVERAGED OVER ALL TEST
IMAGES FOR THREE TYPES OF TRIMAPS.
Trimap
Term Smallrank
Large
rank
User
rank
Universal set 26.6 26.1 27.9
Initial estimate 18.3 15.1 14.3
Laplacian refinement of [19] 13 11 7.9
Final estimate 8 7.6 7.3
TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF OUR METHOD WITH COMPRESSIVE
MATTING [23] USING MEAN SQUARED ERROR (MSE) MEASURE.
Image Compressive matting [23] Proposed method
GT01 Trimap 1 5.0× 10
−4 1.83× 10−4
Trimap 2 8.1× 10−4 2.20× 10−4
GT02 Trimap 1 12.0× 10
−4 3.58× 10−4
Trimap 2 15.0× 10−4 4.75× 10−4
TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SPARSE CODING
FRAMEWORK WITH OTHER FEATURE CODING ALGORITHMS.
MSE SAD
Feature coding method Smalltrimap
Large
trimap
Small
trimap
Large
trimap
LLC 0.0241 0.0207 5.968 7.28
LSC 0.0176 0.0271 5.547 10.62
Proposed method 0.0118 0.0155 4.071 5.82
TABLE V
RANKS OF VIDEO MATTING METHODS WITH RESPECT TO MEAN SQUARED
ERROR (MSE) AND TEMPORAL COHERENCE ERROR (TCE) METRICS.
MSE
Method Face Dancer Arm Smoke Woman Overall
Proposed 1.39 1.0 1.40 3.0 1.20 1.60
Ehsan et al. [32] 1.60 2.07 1.72 1.56 1.79 1.75
Snapcut [29] 3.02 3.02 3.03 1.77 3.29 2.82
Bai et al. [30] 3.97 3.89 3.85 3.66 3.70 3.81
TCE
Method Face Dancer Arm Smoke Woman Overall
Proposed 2.26 1.44 1.25 3.06 1.03 1.81
Ehsan et al. [32] 2.52 1.60 1.95 1.16 1.98 1.84
Snapcut [29] 1.93 3.31 2.85 2.6 3.55 2.85
Bai et al. [30] 3.27 3.63 3.93 3.27 3.43 3.5
top 10 matting algorithms2 using the three error measures.
Cluster based sampling matting has not been published at
the time of submission of the paper and is not used for the
comparison. The proposed method also considerably improves
on the previous work [19] in all the three metrics. This is
attributed to the effect of utilizing feature-space neighbors
along with spatial neighbors to optimize the matte.
Table II shows the contribution of each step of the proposed
algorithm. The performance is measured using SAD error
averaged over the test images, across three types of trimaps
for each image - small, large and user. Universal set refers
to the dictionary formed from the band of superpixels along
the boundary of the unknown region. The high SAD error
observed indicates that simply increasing the sample set for
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 12. Visual comparison of feature coding methods for alpha matting. (a)
Input image and zoomed window, (b) LLC , (c) LSC, (d) proposed method
and (e) ground truth.
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Fig. 13. Temporal coherence: Quantitative comparison with [32], [29] and
[30] on the Arm sequence. Our mattes not only give smaller error, but also
maintains a stable temporal coherence across the frames.
sparse coding does not result in better estimates due to the
presence of high color-correlated samples to the unknown
pixel at distances far from the immediate neighborhood. Initial
estimate refers to the sparse coded estimate obtained on the
refined dictionary, taking into account the certainty of the
pixels. There is an improvement over the universal set because
the spatial constraint controls the false correlated samples
from being part of the sample set. Laplacian refinement is
the post-processing step which maintains the smoothness of
the matte [19]. This stage shows a marked improvement over
the sparse coding stage because in formulating the sparse code
optimization, we do not consider the neighboring consistency.
The final estimate obtained by our graph-based optimization
using spatial and feature-space neighbors produces the lowest
error rates across all sets of trimaps.
Finally, we compare our results with the only other method
that uses sparse coding in their formulation [23]. As noted
earlier, they do not provide results evaluated by [24] on the
test images. Instead they provide quantitative evaluation on 2
training images (GT01,GT18), each on two trimaps, by giving
the MSE that they obtained. We compared our results for the
same images in Table III where we show that we achieve a
four-fold decrease in MSE on both the images.
3) Comparison with other feature coding methods: The
proposed method is compared with other feature coding al-
gorithms to demonstrate their applicability to the problem of
alpha matting. In particular, LSC [13] and LLC [15] are chosen
and compared both qualitatively and quantitatively on the
images. The parameters are not changed for this comparison.
However, since LLC does not ensure that the returned feature
codes are positive, the ratio of sum of squares of the l2-norm
of the codes are used to arrive at its alpha value. Fig. 12
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Fig. 14. Qualitative comparison of the proposed method on Goat, Cleanplate and Girl sequences respectively. Arrows indicate regions of low quality mattes,
showing the effectiveness of our method. Dataset courtesy of Adobe.
shows the visual quality of the mattes obtained using the 3
coding strategies. LLC biases the matte towards binary values
while LSC produces more visually pleasing mattes. The use of
specific constraints that steer the codes to alpha values in the
proposed method produces the best visual results which agrees
quantitatively as demonstrated by the error values presented in
Table IV.
B. Video matting evaluation
1) Quantitative evaluation: The dataset contains five videos
with ground truth alpha available. We compare the proposed
method against [30], Snapcut [29] and [32]. These methods
were designed to maintain temporal coherence in the mattes.
First, the accuracy of the extracted mattes is measured by
comparing against the ground truth using mean squared error
criterion as shown in Table V. The proposed method not only
outperforms all the methods overall, but also on each video
except one.
Temporal coherency is crucial for eliminating jitter and
visually jarring artifacts in any video matting application.
Being a subjective measure, it is not quite obvious as to
what error metric can be used. Following [32], temporal
coherency is measured quantitatively as the mean squared
error in the temporal derivative of the matte from the ground
truth. Table V shows the performance of the proposed video
matting framework on the mean temporal coherence error
metric over the five video sequences. The overall temporal
coherence error is the least in the proposed method. Fig. 13
shows the temporal coherence of our method on each frame of
the Arm sequence. As can be seen, our method produces the
least fluctuations in temporal coherence while maintaining the
lowest error possible. Additional comparisons are presented in
the supplementary material.
2) Qualitative evaluation: The performance of the pro-
posed method is evaluated qualitatively on 3 sequences as
shown in Fig. 14. The low contrast between the goat’s beard
and the surroundings causes [32] to lose out the beard.
The mattes obtained by [29] and [30] oversmooth the matte
resulting in spatial inaccuracy near the goat’s mouth. We are
able to achieve a good balance by picking the most relevant
samples in building our dictionary. The cluttered background
in the Cleanplate sequence causes the matte to be inconsistent
across consecutive frames, with background regions being
misinterpreted as part of the foreground by considering spatial
neighbors for smoothing. The proposed method is able to
eliminate such inaccurate matching by removing the spatial
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF RUNNING TIME OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH RECENT SAMPLING-BASED APPROACHES.
Image matting
Method 
Average time taken (secs) Avg. 
time 
per 
image 
(secs) 
Donkey Doll Elephant Pineapple Troll Plant Net 
Plastic 
bag 
Comprehensive 
Sampling [2] 
211.8 376.2 217.3 232.5 395.4 484.1 117.2 586.5 459.3 
Comprehensive 
C & T [21] 
156.8 205.6 167.8 195.8 326.8 253.9 475.2 296.6 259.8 
Proposed 
method 
79.9 146.8 102.2 121.9 339.8 237.9 639.2 307.7 246.9 
 
 
Method 
 
Total time (secs) 
Smoke Arm Dancer Face Archaeology Woman 
Size 500x500 640x540 480x360 640x540 480x405 450x400 
No. of 
frames 
90 49 40 78 128 154 
Ehsan et 
al. [32] 
 4491 3260 5488 5378 4980 5541 
Proposed 
method 
 3796 1618 2803 4955 2524 2912 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Video matting
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Sampling [2] 
211.8 376.2 217.3 232.5 395.4 484.1 117.2 586.5 459.3 
Comprehensive 
C & T [21] 
156.8 205.6 167.8 195.8 326.8 253.9 475.2 296.6 259.8 
Proposed 
method 
79.9 146.8 102.2 121.9 339.8 237.9 639.2 307.7 246.9 
 
 
Method 
 
Total time (secs) 
Smoke Arm Dancer Face Archaeology Woman 
Size 500x500 640x540 480x360 640x540 480x405 450x400 
No. of 
frames 
90 49 40 78 128 154 
Ehsan et 
al. [32] 
 4491 3260 5488 5378 4980 5541 
Proposed 
method 
 3796 1618 2803 4955 2524 2912 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
neighbors and using only the feature-space neighbors for the
graph model. Also, as can be seen from the Girl sequence, the
proposed approach is able to strike a good balance between
temporal coherency and spatial accuracy by extracting mattes
which are smoother in the temporal domain without losing out
on the finer details like hair.
We also provide qualitative comparison of the proposed
method with the motion-aware KNN laplacian method [33]
on the Amira and Kim sequences used in their paper in the
supplementary video file. As the ground truth mattes for these
sequences are not available, we do not present quantitative
evaluations.
C. Runtime performance
Table VI compares the running time of the proposed method
with recent sampling-based approaches. MATLAB implemen-
tations were evaluated on a PC running Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz
processor. Sparse coding is able to generate faster estimates
from the same set of F and B samples as opposed to an
exhaustive pair search followed by conventional sampling
methods [2], [21] leading to better runtime performance. For
the donkey image, the pre-processing and certainty estima-
tion takes 32 seconds, the sparse coded matte estimation is
completed in just 41 seconds followed by the graph-based
optimization in 9 seconds.
Failure cases: The proposed method fails to generate
good quality mattes in the presence of illumination changes in
highly transparent objects wherein the sparse codes are either
biased to 0 or 1 for true mixed pixels. Examples are provided
in the supplementary material.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new sampling based image matting method
is presented that removes the restriction of (F,B) pairs in
estimating the matte. In doing so, we are able to better approxi-
mate the matte that holds in simple separable regions as well as
in complex textured regions that was verified by experimental
evaluations and achieves state-of-the-art performance on the
benchmark dataset. An extension to video is also presented
which utilizes a graph model to encode the matte across a
block of frames, resulting in better temporal coherency while
maintaining the spatial accuracy of the matte in each frame.
As with other sampling based approaches, the sparse codes are
estimated locally at each pixel ignoring the global semantic
information underlying in the image/video. The use of a low-
rank approximation to the matting problem which enforces the
global constraints is being investigated as future work.
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